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any size can be obtained and the aforementioned result becomes a trivial consequence of [DG2] . However, using other elementary ring constructions this result supports Kaplansky's point of view in many aspects, e.g. there are many new different counter examples for I. Kaplansky's test problems. Similar results which are in many cases even undecidable im ZFC have been derived in [DG1] , [EM] , [Me] , [DH1] and others.
One of the questions "close" to results undecidable in ZFC is related with "rigid systems". A class {A^ i e /} of abelian groups is semi-rigid if Hom(v4 /? Aj) Φ 0 Φ Hom(Aj, A t ) implies i = j for any /, j e /. This class is rigid if already Hom(yl 2 , Aj) Φ 0 implies i = j. The class is proper if / is not a set. M. Dugas and S. Herden [DH1] constructed proper rigid classes of (indecomposable) abelian groups using GδdePs axiom of constructibility V = L. Such a result cannot be expected in ZFC alone as follows from the Vopenka principle. However, at least semi-rigid proper classes exist in ZFC as recently shown by R. Gόbel and S. Shelah [GS] . This result is based on a construction of arbitrarily large cotorsion-free abelian groups A with the property that U = A for any subgroup U c A with \U\ = \A\ and A/U cotorsion free.
All these constructions are highly sophisticated using transfinite induction on generating elements. The very heart of this paper is a similar kind of result based on a much simpler construction. Due to the elementary construction of the groups (4.2) we are able to pose stronger conditions on their structure, which allow us to answer some open problems and give new solutions to some already settled problems. These extra conditions are the properties N 1 -free and slender. A group is called S Γ free if all its countable subgroups are free. The most popular non-free S 1 -free groups are products Z* of the integers, in particular the Baer-Specker group Z s°. The proof that Z*° is fc^-free and not free is due to R. Baer and E. Specker, cf. [Ful, Vol. I] . We will use R. J. Nunke's well-known characterization of slender groups as a definition. Hence a group is slender if and only if it is cotorsion free and if it does not contain a copy of the Baer-Specker group. Then we have the following quite powerful THEOREM. // G is a cotorsion-free abelian group and λ a strong limit cardinal of cofinality ω with \G\ < λ, then we find an tt λ -free and slender abelian group A of size \A\ = 2 λ such that Hom z (yl, G) = 0.
There is a proper class of the required cardinals λ and hence we have a proper class of slender and fr^-free groups A with Hom(^4, G) = 0. Moreover there exist a proper semi-rigid class of N Γ free and slender groups.
First we obtain a new and totally different solution for Problem 78b in L. Fuchs [Ful, Vol. II, p. 184] . This problem was already solved in [GW2] and the answer is as follows. There does not exist a set of abelian groups such that all slender groups can be obtained by constructing inductively extensions, direct sums and subgroups. Second we obtain a new solution for a problem stated in [GW2] . This problem was originally solved in [GS] and the answer is as follows. The class of cotorsion-free abelian groups is not singly cogenerated as a torsion theory. This means that it is not possible to obtain all cotorsion-free groups by constructing inductively extensions, cartesian products and subgroups from a given set of groups.
Besides these new proofs of older results we simultaneously obtain answers to some open problems which are generally known and may be found in [FOW1, 2] for instance. These problems are related to torsion theories and radicals. A pair (&*,&) of classes of abelian groups is a torsion theory if the classes ^and J^satisfy "similar" closure properties as the pair (torsion abelian groups, torsion free abelian groups). A precise definition is given in the books [St] or [L] and at the beginning of §4. The main result extends [DH1] and [GS] . It says that in a model of ZFC without measurable cardinals [i.e. ZFC 4-$ N m ( = first measurable cardinal)] the torsion theory (T3P, strongly cotorsion-free) is neither singly generated nor singly cogenerated. The existence of such torsion theories in ZFC 4-$ N m was unknown. By TέP we denote the torsion class generated by 0* = \TL K 
K any regular cardinal} compare §1. Strongly cotorsion-free groups are special cotorsion-free groups and may be defined as the torsion-free class associated with Γ^9, cf. §4.
Torsion theories naturally lead to radicals. They are considered first in §2. Our main result is (2.4). We will show that radicals related to strongly cotorsion-free groups commute with products of size less than K w . This does not hold for the more general class of cotorsion-free groups and the radical R z related to the integers does not commute with products of size S m . Here we will use results of J. Los and answer a question which goes back to B. Charles, compare also [Ful, Vol. I, p. 71, Problem 7] .
In §5 we will investigate the Chase radical v x A = Π{U c A, A/Uis Sj-free} of an abelian group A. The Chase radical has a related torsion theory ({A^v^ = A}, X r free). This is singly generated (5.1) but not singly cogenerated. This was another open problem answered by the Theorem above. Finally we will compute some radicals explicitly in §6.
1. Definitions and notations. ZFC = Zermelo-Frankel set theory and axiom of choice, K will always denote a cardinal and κ + its successor cardinal. Some special cardinals are N 0 = ω = first infinite cardinal, I X\ = cardinality of a set X, S m = first measurable cardinal.
The axiom "0# exists" can be found in T. Jech [J, p. 339] . It is equivalent to each of the following two statements (Kunen, cf. [J, p. 339] We will see in (2.3) that strongly cotorsion-free implies cotorsion-free. Strongly cotorsion-free is the same class as all groups which are μ//c-reduced for all cardinals μ e K in B. Wald [W2] . We have the immediate observation that every countable cotorsion-free group is slender. It follows from B. Wald [W2, Theorem 3.4] , that cotorsion-free groups of cardinality ϋ 1 are also strongly cotorsion-free in V = L.
Sometimes we Proof, (a) If 0 Φ C c X is cotorsion and X is strongly cotorsion-free then we may assume w.l.o.g. that C is algebraically compact. Take any pure and countable subgroup A of Z κ (which always exists). Since K is regular and K > N 1? also Z κ is S Γ free as follows from B. Franzen [Fr] or B. Wald [Wl] . Therefore^ is free. We remark that this can also be derived from the Wald-Los-Lemma 2.6 which implies A Q Z κ . Then A is free by a result of Baer and Specker, cf. L. Fuchs [Ful, Vol. I, p. 94, Theorem 19 .2]. Therefore we find a non-trivial homomorphism from A into C. Since A is a pure subgroup of TL K and C is pure injective, this homomorphism extends to a non-trivial homomorphism from Z κ into X which is excluded by Definition 2.1.
(b) and (c). Here we only have to recall a theorem of J. Los and the definition residually-^*: A group Xhas this property if
This is equivalent to say that X is a subgroup of a product of ^groups. If X is residually slender and 0#σG Hom(Z κ , X) for some cardinal K, then we find a homomorphism π e Hom(^ί, S) for some slender group S such that om Φ 0. From the theorem of Los we obtain that K > S m , compare L. Fuchs [Ful, Vol. II, p. 161, Theorem 94.4(ii) ]. Therefore X is strongly cotorsion free.
THEOREM 2.4.
(1) // 2C is a class of strongly cotorsion-free abelian groups, then R% commutes with Y\ κ for all cardinals K < S m .
( (1) and (2.5) improve Theorem 3.2 in [FOW2] which is the case K = S o . Part of (2.5) is contained in [Ga] . (2.4)(2) answers an open problem, mentioned in [FOW2] .
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Proof of {2 A).
(1) will be proved by contradiction. Assume that K is a minimal cardinal such that (1) there is a homomorphism φ: Tl ieκ A i -* ^Γ for some lei such that φ(α) # 0. If x e Π^i?^^, then x e Π /eλ Λ^, for some λ < fc. From the minimality of K we have i?^Π /eλ A i = Π /eλ i?^^4, and we conclude φ(x) = 0. Therefore φ(K) = 0 where îΓ = Πj^ Λ^^, and φ induces a homomoφhism φ:
where ^ = (^)ieκ Then σφ: Z κ -* Z and (!)?!* = (« + #) φ ^ 0. Since ^^ = 0, also (Z <<c ) σφ = 0. Hence σφ induces a non-trivial homomorphism from Z κ into X. This contradicts that X is strongly cotorsion-free.
(2) If K is regular or K = K o , we choose an orthogonal system (G α , α e κ + } of groups such that \G a \ == K. By orthogonal we understand Hom((? α , G^) = 0 for all different α, β e ιc. If »c = N o such a system was constructed by R. Baer, using rank-1 groups, compare L. Fuchs [Ful, Vol. II, p. 110] . Systems for cardinals K less than the first strongly inaccessible cardinal are due to A. L. S. Corner and L. Fuchs, compare L. Fuchs [Ful, Vol. II, p. 130, Theorem 89.2] . Later L. Fuchs [Fu2] constructed orthogonal systems for K < N w and independently S. Shelah [SI] proved the existence of such systems for all regular cardinals K. Now choose G = G(κ) = Π αeκ+ GJYY^^ G a and let m denote the canonical epimorphism from Π α € ΞίC + G a onto G. Then we will use the Wald-Los-Lemma which is shown below. 
We combine these results and conclude
and (2) is shown.
The following lemma was used in (2.4)(2). A special case was first shown by J. Los [L] and the idea of its proof is also contained (implicitly) in G. A. Reid [R, p. 27] . It is stated in a quite general form by B. Wald [Wl] which uses complete filters. His elegant proof extends trivially. Since it is also very short, we will include it as WALD-LO §-LEMMA 2.6. Let {G a , a e /c) be a family of groups and φ a K-complete filter on K, i.e The next theorem will show that the requirement K < K w in (2.4)(1) is also necessary. 
Proof
1 . Let μ be a (0,1}-measure onX m . Then μ may be replaced by a normal measure on N m which we also denote by μ; apply T. Jech [J, p. 317, Lemma 28.11] . Recall that μ is normal on S w if the following holds:
If/: K m -» S w is any regressive function (i.e. f(a)<a for all α G « w \ 0) and if S c K m with μS = 1, then there exists a set Γ c S such that μΓ = 1 and/ f Γis constant; cf. T. Jech [J, p. 316] .
Since μ is normal, we derive μ({α G K m , a regular cardinal}) = 1; cf. T. Jech [J, p. 317, Lemma 28.12] . Let a be order isomorphic to a for all a e frί m and construct the disjoint union / = U α € ΞiS α with S the set of all regular cardinals < N OT . Assume α e S in the following. Each subset X Q I will be associated with a set F( Z) c N m if we let β (= F(X) if and only if μ({ α, β e Z n α}) = 1. We define X G ί/ if and only if μF(X) -1. This is a kind of product measure. Now we want to show that U is an ultrafilter on /. If X <£ U then μF(X) = 0 and F(X) c == F(Z C ) implies μF(X c ) = 1. Since ί/ is obviously a filter it is also an ultrafilter. To see that ί/is K w -complete, we assume K < N m and JSQ e (7 for / e /c.
If
and Π i<κ X i G C/. We want to show that the K m -complete ultrafilter U extends the following S w -complete filter
We will show that lef implies IGI/. Define a function/: tf m -> H m setting/(α) = sup(α \Jf) ifa&S and /O) = 0 if a G K w \ S. Since /(α) < α, / is a regressive function. From X G J^we have μ({α e S, |α\ΛΓ| < \a\}) = 1 and since/is regressive and μ is normal we also find ΓcfαGj, I«\X| < \a\} with measure 1 and f\T = const. = β G N w . If we pick any γ G N m \ ^S then obviously {a G 5, γ G δ\X} D Γ Π {α G S, α > γ}. However 1 > μ({α,γ G δ\ΛΓ}) > μ(Tn{a,a> γ})
>min[μΓ ) ({α,ά>γ})] = 1.
x We would like to thank Alan Mekler for explaining to us how the normal measure can be used to show the Theorem. Due to this we are able to present the stronger form (2.7) of our original result.
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We obtain μ({α, γ e ά\X}) = 1 and by definition of F also γ e F(X). REMARK 1. If we want to extend the 8 w -complete filter ^"without any effort to an S m -complete ultrafilter U of /, we may assume that N m is a strongly compact cardinal. Then this holds by the very definition; cf. T. Jech [J, p. 398] . From a result of M. Magidor [M] we know that Con(ZFC + 3 strongly compact cardinal) implies that Con(ZFC + S m is strongly compact). In this case we derive consistency of (ZFC + R z does not commute with Π) from the existence of strongly compact cardinals. In (2.7) we have the stronger result following from the existence of S m that R z does not commute with products. D. Scott [Sc] has shown that there are no measurable cardinals in V = L. Consequently, from (2.4) we derive in L (and many other models without S m ) that R z commutes with Π REMARK 2. A simple modification of the argument above will show even more that i? z Π αe sZ )ft | = 0, compare also §3.
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REMARK 3. Another way to look at the proof of (2.7) is as follows. Start from the universe and build its ultrapower over the normal measure μ and collapse this to μ or equivalently show that Π α € ΞS Z (α( /μ = Z τ /μ. Then observe that (Z 7 /μ)* = 0.
Cardinal conditions. Let R be a radical and /c a cardinal, then we define
R«A = £ RB
BQA \B\<κ
for all abelian groups A. We use the following well known In [FOW2, Problem 2.4] the authors asked whether R τ satisfies the cardinal condition. Assuming (ZFC + "jfi N m ) we will show that the answer is no. In (3.2) we will present a more general result. Before we will do this we would like to illustrate the action of R z on abelian groups. In our next theorem the restrictions due to our set theoretic axioms will depend nicely balanced on the algebraic information of the given group X. Recall from T. Jech [J, p. 339 ] the notion of an inner model 0 # . There are many models which satisfy (ZFC + GCH + ^0 # ), e.g. V = L implies this. However, V = L is a much stronger assumption, compare T. Jech [J, §13] [GS, §5] . From Hom(^ί, X) = 0 we have R X A = A. Since K < μ and A is strongly μ-free, all subgroups of A of cardinality < K are free. If F is free, obviously iϊ^i 7 = Π φ: F _ x ker φ = 0. Therefore we conclude R 4. Torsion theories which are neither singly generated nor singly cogenerated. Using the strongly cotorsion-free groups investigated in §2 and §3 we answer some open problems of torsion theories. In order to do this we will first collect some well-known facts and definitions on torsion theories. This concept was introduced by several authors in the last two decades for different reasons. The most obvious motivation is that the notion of torsion subgroups should be put into a more general and transparent frame, compare J. Lambek If y and J^ are classes of abelian groups, we say that &Ί. 3F are orthogonal if Hom(Γ, F) = 0 for all T e ^"and FE,f, Let #* be the class of all groups Y with X JL 7 and similarly let ± X be all 7 ± X. A pair (^, J^) is a torsion theory if ^Π J^"= 0, Q^= SΓ, SS^== J^and for any abelian group A there are T e ^and F e J^such that This is the case if and only if a pair (y, J^) is maximal with respect tô ± jε*. Then y= T^is the torsion class and J^= FJΠs the torsion-free class of the torsion theory (^, &). If (ΓS?, i 7^) is a torsion theory then ĝ enerates and ^ cogenerates the torsion theory, compare [St, p. 139] . We also say that ^ cogenerates T& and ^ generates FΉ. A torsion theory is singly generated if ^ can be a set and equivalently a group. Similarly (7^, i 7^) is singly cogenerated if ^ is a set and equivalently a singleton. Hereditary torsion theories are singly generated and singly cogenerated. Proof. Suppose that T3P = TG is singly generated by an abelian group G. In particular we have Hom(G, ZJ Φ 0 for all regular cardinals K. Choose any regular K > \G\ and apply the Wald-Los-Lemma 2.6 to show that Z is an epimorphic image of G and therefore Z e T&>. On the other hand ZE^=^ which follows from the J. Los-Theorem, cf. L. REMARK. In [GS] S. Shelah and one of the authors proved a similar result. Here we require less about the cardinal λ and we also derive a weaker implication which is Hom(v4, G) = 0. Hence the proof becomes much simpler and this allows to pose more conditions on the group A. We want to point out that we consider the simplicity of the following proof and the additional properties S Γ free and slender as a good bargain! The construction of the group A will be similar to [DG2] , but much simpler. It is trivial to find a suitable λ for a given G.
Proof. Let G be a given cotorsion-free abelian group and λ a strong limit cardinal of cofinality ω with \G\ < λ. Choose an increasing sequence (λ w , n G ω} of cardinals such that sup{λ n , n G ω] = λ and λ n+ι > 2 λ \ Then B = φ λ «Z is a free abelian group. We can find 2 λ such strictly increasing sequences (λ a n ) n(Ξω (a G 2 λ ) converging to λ such that any two have only finite intersection.
Let B and G be the Z-adic completion of B respectively of G. If x G B, then x = Σ a(Ξλ (xx a with x a G Z and [x] = {a G λ, x a Φ 0} denotes the support of x. Since |G| < λ also Therefore we can label all homomorphisms from B into G different from 0 by{φ fl ,αE2 λ }.IfαE2 λ then ψ a Φ 0 and therefore we find β α G λ such that ψ a (β a ) Φ 0. Observe that φ α is uniquely defined by its action on λ. Since sup{ λ^, n e ω) = λ and β a < λ there is A2 0 G ω such that λ^ > β a for all n > n 0 . Changing the label n into n -« 0 we may assume λ" > β a for all π G ω. Since G is cotorsion-free we derive Hom(Z, G) = 0, cf. §2. If a G 2 λ we can choose rf G Z and z" e Z such that ir α = IT" Λ! + z". Simply observe that Z is dense in Z with respect to the Z-adic topology. Hence we can divide π a by n\ modulo Z. If a G V4 and m ^ ω let
In particular we have
The new elements O™ can be used to determine the purification of (fiu{θ ft ,αe2 λ }) explicitly. We derive (**) ^(5U{O;,«E 2\ m G ω}).
Similar divisibility chains {O^1, m G CO } have been used in the/?-group constructions, cf. [DG3] . Condition (**) follows immediately from (*) and the constructed elements.
In order to show (b) we will use Pontrjagin's criterion for freeness, compare L. Fuchs [Fu2, Vol. I, p. 93] . Since subgroups of free groups are free, it remains to show that (***) F = (fiu{0>G£,5Gίo})is free for all finite sets E c 2 λ .
We find a free basis Now we will show that (c) A is slender.
Since we want to avoid the use of too many brackets, let a { a = a(a) be the value of a G A at a < 2 λ . By R. Nunke's well-known characterization of slender groups, (c) is equivalent to saying that Z ω £ A, J p % A (J p = /?-adic integers), Q £ ^4 and ^4 is torsion-free, compare L. Fuchs [Ful, Vol. II, p. 165 Theorem 95.3 ]. Since A is N Γ free by (b) and J p , Q, Z/pZ are not K Γ free, it remains to show that Z ω £ A. Suppose for contradiction that φ: Z ω -> A is a monomorphism. If e n = (8J iGω e Z ω , then Z< ω > = e neω e n Z and Z< ω > = Θ weω φ(eJZ has infinite rank, which is used below. In order to derive the desired contradiction, we first show (c*) There does not exist an increasing sequence {r(n)) n( = ω of natural numbers such that
Suppose that (r(n)) nfΞω is a sequence satisfying (c*) and let r(n) = n without loss of generality. By induction we can find another sequence (k(n)) n€ Ξω of natural numbers such that (1) k(l) = 1 (2) k(n) < k{n + 1) for all n e ω abelian groups, we denote by v κ the radical Proof. Let H = 0[Λ, Λ* = 0, |Λ| < S o ] and X e 7\. We consider the largest "/J-torsion subgroup" of X; this is Y = Σ{ [/ c X, U e Γ{ i/}}. Therefore we have 0-> y->X-> F->0 with Hom(#, K) = 0. Suppose V Φ 0. Since IGJ 1; also F e g7\ = 7\ and F # 0 cannot be N Γ free. Hence we find a countable subgroup A Q V which is not free. From a theorem of K. Stein we also find 0 Φ C c A with C* = 0, cf. L. Fuchs [Ful, Vol. 1, p. 94, Corollary 19.3] . By definition of H, this group C is a summand of H. Hence Hom(/f, F) Φ 0 is a contradiction. We conclude F = 0 and equivalently X= Y<ΞT{H}, i.e. 7\ c Γ{//}. Since H e Γ 1? also Γ{ i^} c Γ7; = T x and Γ{^} = Γ x is shown. D
Before we continue to investigate v x we add some general and quite trivial remarks connecting radicals and torsion theories. We will also use another trivial Observation 5.3. If R x is a singly generated radical, then its torsion class T x = {y, i? χ y = y} is singly cogenerated by X.
Proof. We haveΛ e T x <=> Λ^ = ^ί «• Hom(^, Jf) = 0 <=^ ^ e -1 X Therefore T X = ± X 9 i.e. Γ^ is singly cogenerated. D [FOW2] ask the following question: Does the Chase-radical v x satisfy the cardinal condition?
Using (5.2) this is equivalent to ask whether we find a group H such From (5.1) we know a little less that T λ = {g, θ, E}{H) is singly generated (as a torsion theory). Another problem asked in [FOW1, §2] is whether v x = R x is singly generated as a radical. From (5.3) we see that this implies that the torsion class 7\ is singly cogenerated. From (5.1) we obtain that (7\, β^ ) is singly generated and singly cogenerated. Using an extension of a result of [DH2] which is shown in [GS] under the hypothesis (ZFC + GCH 4-310*) then (T v J^) should be one of the 2*°t orsion theories derived from prime-distributions and listed in [DH2] . Since (7\, β^ ) does not occur, v λ is not singly generated as radical in (ZFC + GCH 4-$ 0#). However, we derive a stronger result in ZFC from (4.2). Proof. Suppose that 7\ is singly cogenerated. Then we find a group G such that 7\ = ± G = {A, Hom(A, G) = 0} and G is necessarily cotorsion-free, since G e ( x G) L = Tf = J^ is the class of all K Γ free groups. From Theorem 4.2 we obtain a S x -free abelian group A Φ 0 such that Hom(^4, G) = 0. Since A is i^-free we have A e ^ and since Hom(^4, G) = 0 we also have A e 7\. However O^iG^n^ contradicts the definition of a torsion theory (T l9 β^ ).
